Heat Treatment of A532 White Cast Iron
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Heat Treatment Tips and Notes for ASTM A532 Austenitization Austenitization must be done to castings made from chrome white iron to ensure a martensitic matrix and provide the highest toughness and abrasion resistance possible. The chemical composition of the casting will determine the correct austenitizing temperature and time.

Heat Treating ASTM A532 | Chrome White Iron | Penticton ...

Pliant25 ASTM A532 Class III Type A. Pliant25 is a unique high chrome white iron that has been perfected by Penticton Foundry. Our engineered chemistry together with our proprietary heat treatment allows us to soften this alloy to the point where we can then drill and tap holes, as well as broach keyways. After machining, we can heat treat the casting to harden this alloy to a minimum of 600 BHN.

Alloy data sheet Pliant25 Chrome White Iron | Penticton ...

A-532 Grade III is about Rc42/400 BHN at pour...and can be annealed down to 300 BHN and machined. It can then be heat treated to 600+ BHN. Some pump mfgs, such as Weir-Wemco, use this for grit handling vortex impeller pumps. This material is also used extensively in mining applications where resistance to wear is important.

Machining and Heat Treating ASTM A-532

Low-alloy pearlitic white irons have hardness between 350-550 BHN, whereas high-alloy white irons have between 450-800 BHN. High-alloy white cast irons normally have austenite matrix in as-cast state, but is changed to hard martensite by heat-treatment.

Heat Treatment of White Cast Irons | Metallurgy

Can you please shed some light on the metallurgical precautions during casting and heat treatment of high chrome iron, ASTM-A532, Class III, type A (17, 23, 27% Cr)? We are softening for machining (300+ BHN) and hardening (600+ BHN) for better wear resistance during usage in a slurry-pumping (coal-ash) application.

White Iron (part 2) - industrialheating.com

Heat Treatment or Nickel-Chromium White Irons. Nickel-chromium white iron castings are given a stress-relief heat treatment because, properly made, they have a martensitic matrix structure, as-cast. Tempering is performed between 205 to 260°C (400 to 450°F) for at least 4 h. This tempers the martensite, relieves some of the transformation ...

Heat Treating of High-Alloy White Irons :: Total Materia ...

The chromium-molybdenum irons (classIof ASTM A532) contain 11 to 23% Cr and up to 3.5% Mo and can be supplied either as-cast with an austenitic or austenitic-martensitic matrix, or heat treated with a martensitic matrix microstructure for maximum abrasion resistance and toughness. They are usually considered the hardest of all grades of white cast irons.
Heat Treating of High-Alloy White Cast Irons | Heat Treat Doctor.com

Heat Treating ASTM A532 Chrome White Iron Penticton Jan 16, 2018 - Case Study: Read this case study for a specific example of chrome white iron outperforming AR plate. Microstructure Notes No article on heat treating ASTM A532 would be complete without taking a look at its microstructure.

Annealing and re-hardening ASTM A532-93 Class III Type A ... High-alloyed white cast irons are important group of materials whose production must be considered separately from that of ordinary types of cast irons. The metallic matrix supporting the carbide phase in the high-alloy white cast irons can be adjusted by alloy content and heat treatment to develop proper balance between resistance to ...
Getting the books heat treatment of a532 white cast iron now is not type of inspiring means. You could not deserted going similar to book heap or library or borrowing from your friends to door them. This is an totally simple means to specifically acquire lead by on-line. This online proclamation heat treatment of a532 white cast iron can be one of the options to accompany you subsequently having new time.

It will not waste your time. bow to me, the e-book will certainly melody you extra situation to read. Just invest tiny times to way in this on-line revelation heat treatment of a532 white cast iron as with ease as review them wherever you are now.